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In the six decades following the end of World War II, only twenty percent
of Holocaust-era records had been analyzed, according to the late distinguished
scholar Raul Hilberg.1 Considering the proliferation of books, journal articles,
!"# $ "%&'$#()*+) &,#'!#-*.*$ /,0#,0/"'%,1#02',#3+/)%#,%%&,#,2*$4'!+.5#.*61#
but when we consider the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum’s archival holdings from Latin America and Spain, we are reminded of the unclaimed
histories these archives hold, for few scholars have pursued studying these in
earnest. Diplomatic correspondence, records of concentration camps, Jewish
communities, businesses and institutions, newspaper articles, texts from private
collections of individuals, and more from Latin America and Spain, speak to the
tremendous amount of material that is forgotten, and the history that is forgotten
with them.
The Museum holds over 170 million paper documents of Holocaust-era
)%$*)",1#02*/+2#02',#3+/)%#"*%,#!*0#'!$./"%#'0,#*) .#2',0*)'%,1#(2*0*,1#2',0*)'$ .#
footage, artifacts, art, and other primary sources.2 The scope of this article cannot convey the implications of each archive from Spain and the Americas, for
these holdings are vast and growing; however, by examining a select sample, we
can begin to appreciate the avenues the Museum provides for Latin American
scholarship. We acknowledge the urgency to rescue the evidence, and we begin
to imagine how the Museum’s archives can provide memory systems inside
and outside its permanent exhibition space that hold the potential to expand
the knowledge of Spain and Latin America for a more nuanced, complicated,
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and accurate historiography beyond one-sided beliefs about nation states in the
Ibero-American world.3

!"#$%&'()#*!%!+%,(-./(0%12(%Israelitische Kultusgemeinde Wien (IKG;
3(4#+2%56''.$#"7%8#($$!9%&)*2#:(%!$;%"2(%<!:#;%=>#*?%56>>(*"#6$
7$ .'!+#*!%#6 ..#*!#02%#8/,%/&9,#:*/)02#;**)1#'0,#,2%%)#,'<%# !"#+) !"'*,%#
detail compel Museum visitors to contemplate the chart of forced emigration
$)% 0%"#=5#>"*.(2#?'$2& !!9,#@%!0) .#A:3$%#:*)#B%6',2#?&'+) 0'*!#'!#C'%!! D#
The chart, Die Jüdische Wanderung aus der Ostmark, is a visual aid to the pointillistic and dilatory process of expulsion Viennese Jews faced in Austria after
the March 1938 Anschluss. It is but one document from the stunning discovery
of multiple wooden cabinets and 800 boxes in a building owned by Vienna’s
Jewish Community. This discovery in the year 2000 of the IKG records yielded
EFF1FFF#-*.*$ /,0G%) #"*$/&%!0,#"%0 '.'!+#02%#3! .#5% ),#*:#02%#C'%!!%,%#B%6,1#
and they are now available in the museum for exploration.4 The forced emigration
chart alone can be viewed for the layers of meaning it portended for emigration
to Latin America from 1938 to 1941, most prominently the high percentage of
doctors, lawyers, and other advanced-degreed professionals in the Viennese Jewish community, the antithesis to the agricultural workers most Latin American
$*/!0)'%,#,*/+20D#8*,0#,'+!'3$ !0.51#02%#$2 )0#"'$0 0%,#02%#()*$%,,#02 0#0/)!%"#
the Viennese Jewish community into what historians Jürgen Matthäus and Mark
Roseman call “a laboratory for what German policy planners saw as a promising
model of violent and enforced emigration.”5
Thus, the IKG archive is a conduit for understanding the perplexities faced by
those emigrating from the Third Reich to Latin America. In addition to records
such as the forced emigration chart, the IKG archive holds request forms of those
who applied to the Viennese Jewish community for assistance to immigrate to
Latin America. Among them is the request of Heinrich Weisinger, who was sent
to Dachau and Buchenwald after the Anschluss, and with the aid of the IKG
;%"#>/,0)' #*!#02%#SS Koenigstein, the ship whose passengers were ultimately
allowed to disembark in Venezuela in early 1939 after being turned away from
Barbados and British Guyana. Cross-referencing Weisinger’s information in the
HIJ#)%$*)",#6'02#02%#"*$/&%!0 )5#3.&1#Caribia and Koenigstein: Los Barcos
de la Esperanza,6 which features Weisinger’s testimony, and contrasting it with
information from the David Glick report on the treatment of the Koenigstein passengers upon arrival in Venezuela, divulges a discrepancy in the documentary’s
salutary tone toward the refugees’ new country. 7 The acceptance and aftermath
of the Koenigstein#( ,,%!+%),9#0)% 0&%!0# )%#&*)%#"%%(.5#$*&(.%K#02 !#02%#3.&#
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"%('$0,D#L2',#:/)02%)#$*!3)&,#02%#!%%"#:*)#&*)%#,$2*. ).5#)%,% )$2#'!#02%#8/seum’s archives regarding the true reception and treatment of Jewish refugees
before and after their arrival in Latin America, and how these factors impacted
future decisions to accept more refugees.
One collection signals how the United States was reluctant to accept refugees
and supported Latin America as a preferred destination for European Jewry.
Donated to the Museum in 2004, the David Glick collection contains written
)%$*)",# !"#3.&#:**0 +%#"%0 '.'!+#02%#MNON#P','0#=5#Q'00,=/)+2# 00*)!%5#J.'$4#
and Friedrich Borchardt, the former managing director of the Reichsvertretung
in Germany, as representatives of the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee (JDC), to eleven South American countries. Concerned by refugees’
complaints of a lack of interest regarding their welfare in their new countries,
the JDC sent Glick and Borchardt to signal its support of refugees’ “special
social and economic adjustment” and to “do what we can to establish closer
ties of friendship and solidarity” with South American nations, a reference to
the Roosevelt administration’s Good Neighbor Policy.8
Through succinct descriptions of each of the countries visited, the report
stimulates new thought and consideration of South America as a refuge and the
'!;/%!$%#*:#02%#R!'0%"#70 0%,#'!#02%#',,/%D#H0#&% ,/)%,#02%#$2 ..%!+%,S,*$'*logical and economic—faced by each country, the capabilities and limitations
of each country’s established Jewish communities to provide aid, and an assessment of each country’s ability to absorb and support further European Jewish
immigration. From interviews with members of the local Jewish communities,
the report crystallizes the ongoing historical schism between established Eastern
European and Sephardic Jewish communities—Glick writes that “especially
in South America, the cleavage between these two groups is very marked and
noticeable”9—with the arrival of Central European Jews creating an uneasy tri/&P') 0%D#T2'.%#,$2*. ),#& 5#(%)$%'P%#02 0#J.'$49,# :3.' 0'*!#6'02#02%#BU@#2 "#
jaundiced his views of HICEM,10 the report gathers evidence of the polemical
! 0/)%#*:#.*$ .#-H@?8#*:3$' .,1# !"#'0#/.0'& 0%.5# "P*$ 0%,#02 0#02%#-H@?8#
*:3$%#'!#Q )',#=%#V&*)%#$*&(.%0%.5#'!:*)&%"#$*!$%)!'!+#02%#,'0/ 0'*!#'!#7*/02#
America.”11 In short, the report depicts a continent that is often contradictory,
0# 0'&%,# $*))/(01# !"# '!# "')%# 3! !$' .# ,0) '0,# 0*# "%W/ 0%.5# '"# )%:/+%%,1# =/0#
02 0#',#!*!%02%.%,,#6*)025#*:#02%#BU@9,#3! !$' .#,/((*)0#=%$ /,%#02%#)%:/+%%,#
$*!0'!/%#0*#,/::%)#5%0#2 P%#!*#*02%)#*(0'*!,#:*)#;'+201#%,(%$' ..5# ,#02%#6 )#6 ,#
$*&&%!$'!+#62'.%#J.'$4#6 ,#,/=&'00'!+#2',#3! .#()*(*, .#:*)# '"D#
The twenty-four minutes of amateur moving images in the Glick collection
$*!0 '!#!*# /"'*1#5%0#02%#3.&#5'%.",# #,0/!!'!+#2',0*)'$#P',/ .#)%$*)"#=5#$ (0/)'!+#
the foreign topography that South America offered European Jews. The images
also reinforce the primacy of multiple perspectives, for they depart from the
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normative characteristics of Jewish life in European settings. Contained in the
8/,%/&9,#70%P%!#7('%.=%)+#X'.&# !"#C'"%*#>)$2'P%1#02%#3.&#"%('$0,1#'!#$*.*)#
and in black and white, the Andes, open fruit markets, llamas, dilapidated homes,
'!0)'$ 0%#7( !',2# )$2'0%$0/)%1#( .&#0)%%,1#=/..3+20,1# !"#02%#" 5G0*G" 5#.':%# !"#
interactions between the refugees and the native indigenous populations.12 A
scholar can surmise the dissonant feelings among the refugees, that they were
strangers in a strange land, in awe and wonder of their new world but more often
than not at serious odds with the exotic settings. Invariably, these images afford
some comfort in what the images do not show, and through the knowledge that
hindsight brings: despite the discordant nature of life in their new countries, the
refugees probably escaped the annihilation that destroyed the loved ones and
the culture they left behind.

&)*2#:(+%-)6'%@A!#$%!$;%&)/($"#$!
The Kingdom of Spain opened its Holocaust-era archives when it joined
the Task Force for International Cooperation on Holocaust Education, Remembrance and Research (ITF)13 in 2004, but the Museum’s International Archival
Programs Division (IAPD) began acquiring Spanish records years before. These
archives deserve analysis for they carry the potential to shift the knowledge base
from earlier published works about Spain during the Nazi era. While Chaim
Lipschitz’s book, Franco, Spain, the Jews, and the Holocaust,14 exalted Francisco
Franco as a rescuer of European Jews, other research by Haim Avni15 and Stanley
Payne, 16 among others, paint multifarious realities which call for more analysis.
These acquisitions, upon further study, can magnify our understanding of Spain
,#)%,$/%)# !"#2 P%!1#6 5#,0 0'*!#:*)#;'+201# !"#$*/!0)5#*:#'!0%)!&%!0D#
Records of the Spanish Ministry of Foreign Affairs from 1936 through 1946
unearth Jewish emigration issues and relief agency activities regarding Jewish
refugees from Spain and other countries. Spain’s relationship with Sephardic
Jews who saw Spain as a spiritual homeland can be unpacked in this collection
to determine how Spain’s purported diplomatic stance to protect its brethren
whom it had expelled nearly 500 years earlier extends far enough to save them
from probable death in the twentieth century.17 Diplomatic and consular correspondence from 1939 through 1963 addresses Jews who sought asylum in
Spain or those who saw Spain as a transit for escaping Nazi persecution. These
records provide a deeper understanding of Spanish nationals and the Central and
Eastern European Jews and Latin Americans who fought alongside them in the
Spanish Civil War. Spanish consulate activity in Marseilles regarding opponents
*:#02%#X) !$*#)%+'&%1# &*!+#02%&#7( !',2#B%6,#62*#;%"#0*#X) !$%1#$ !#=%#
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researched, as these veterans of the Spanish Civil War became part of the Nazi
vortex upon France’s occupation in 1940.18
The previously mentioned archives also lay bare a contrary view of Spain
not as haven and corridor but as internment, a trope not widely portrayed in
earlier scholarship. A critical evaluation of Spain’s internment of refugees can
be undertaken by examining the previously mentioned archives and by using the
Museum’s list of names from Miranda de Ebro.19 The central facility for male foreign prisoners, Miranda de Ebro’s variegated categories of prisoners—members
of the International Brigades captured during the Spanish Civil War, foreigners
who illegally entered Spain, German military personnel and collaborators, and
a small number of foreign Jews—prompt questions about the relationship of the
Spanish Civil War to Nazi aggression in World War II. These memory systems
also raise questions about the treatment of prisoners according to the categories
under which they fell.20 Thus, the answers to where Spain’s sympathies rested
during the Holocaust are heterogeneous and address multiple perspectives. The
,$*(%#*:#02%,%# )$2'P%,#',#Y/,0'3$ 0'*!#:*)#,/,0 '!%"#,$)/0'!51#,*#02 0#02%# !,6%),#
are not left to lie dormant, and so that we begin to understand how a seemingly
neutral Spanish presence impacted the lives of millions.
Excellent research and publications in Latin American Jewish contexts have
shown that the categorization of Spain solely as a perpetrator haven is false. The
Museum’s archives further dislodge this tendentious perception of a monolithic
response to the Holocaust that has obscured the survivors’ perspective and many
other perspectives. Of the Museum’s archives from Latin American countries,
the largest holdings are, not surprisingly, from Argentina; these records are a
forceful expression of Argentina’s dynamic Jewish presence that stretches back
to decades before the Nazi rise to power and that remains one of the most vibrant
today. Moreover, the records accentuate the Argentine government’s actions
and presence in pre- and post-war Europe. What responses did the Argentine
diplomatic corps provide to European Jews seeking to emigrate? How did Argentine national politics interact with national Jewish concerns? What were the
“push-pull-push back” factors that impacted post-war Jewish immigration to
Argentina?21 And, not least, how did survivors in Argentina rebuild their lives?
@*!3"%!0' .#+*P%)!&%!0#)%$*)",#:)*&#MNOO#02)*/+2#MNEE#)%P% .#02%#+*P%)!ment’s tone toward Jewish immigration, legal and illegal, to Argentina and other
Latin American countries. Included in the Secretos y Reservados#3.%,# )%#"*$/ments detailing Jewish union workers and leftist politicians who were perceived
as “anti-Argentine.”22 The Ministry of Foreign Affairs’ records from 1938 through
MNZE#2'+2.'+20#'!"'P'"/ .#$ ,%,# !"#$*!3"%!0' .#$*!,/. )#$*))%,(*!"%!$%# $)*,,#
Argentine embassies in Europe. One unique record, for example, relates to attacks on Argentine nationals in the Third Reich during the November pogrom
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of 1938.23 This prompts more research on Argentine nationals, Jewish or not,
in Europe and the responses of diplomats to aid them. These records alone bear
a depth too expansive to be examined here, yet this heightens the Museum’s
reputation as a centralized institution for such scholarship to percolate.
On a personal level, the Argentine archives add individual voices to the collective experience by portraying Holocaust survivors in their post-war lives.
The acquisition of the Comunidad NCI-Emmanuel, which was founded as
Nueva Comunidad Israelita in Buenos Aires in 1939 by a rabbi who had been
imprisoned at the Sachsenhausen concentration camp, provides documents
of milestone occasions of the German Jewish refugee community. Detailing
sixty years of Jewish life, this archive includes vital records of births, bar/
bat mitzvahs, weddings, and funerals.24 If the Comunidad NCI archive marks
B%6',2#.':%9,#!*)& 0'P%#&'.%,0*!%,1#02%#B*,[#8*,4*P'0,#$ ,%#3.%,#*:#02%#MNEF,#
through 2007 identify a new tumult of survivors’ post-war experience: restitution
claims. A Holocaust survivor and lawyer in Buenos Aires, Moskovits allowed
reproduction of his archive as part of an IAPD project in partnership with the
X/!" $'\!#HTAD#L2%# )$2'P%#$*!,',0,#*:#$ ,%#3.%,#*:#2/!")%",#*:#-*.*$ /,0#
,/)P'P*),#.'P'!+#'!#7*/02#>&%)'$ 1#'!$./"'!+#02%')#0%,0'&*!'%,1# :3" P'0,1# !"#
other legal documents and correspondence.25 These documents, combined with
the diplomatic records, salvage all these personal stories as integral scholarship
in explicating Argentina’s diverse responses to the Holocaust and its place in
post-war immigration studies.
The most diverse, and most profound, archival project that the IAPD is
undertaking is the digitization of survivor archives from the Centro de Documentación e Información sobre Judaísmo Argentino “Marc Turkow,” housed at
the AMIA building.26 What gives it so many shades of meaning is that it constitutes a “double” rescuing of the evidence. First, it rescues the voices of the
survivors from the Holocaust itself to balance the perpetrator perspective. The
archive’s other shade of meaning is that it was rescued from the tragic attack on
B/.5#M]1#MNNZ1#02 0#$. '&%"#%'+205G3P%#'!!*$%!0#.'P%,D#X*)#02%#8/,%/&#0*#2*."#
02',#&%&*)5#,5,0%&#300'!+.5#='!",#02%#8/,%/&#0*#02%#()%,%!0#*:#^ 0'!#>&%)'$ !#
memory, to the larger geo-history of the Holocaust, and to the literal doorstep
of the deadliest act of anti-Semitism in the Americas since World War II. As
2',0*)' !,#8 002_/,# !"#`*,%& !# :3)&1#,/$2#)%$*)",#V)%,$/%#02%#"'P%),'05# !"#
individuality… of women, men, and children whom their tormentors tried to
treat as the faceless, undifferentiated ‘Jew.’”27
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12(%8#*"#'+%6-%B!C#%D()+(*."#6$0%12(%&$"26$7%&*(:(;6%56>>(*"#6$%!$;%
"2(%,(*6);+%6-%"2(%E$"()$!"#6$!>%1)!*#$/%@():#*(
Understanding who the victims of Nazi persecution were challenges scholars
to look at the Museum beyond a one-dimensional and simplistic view. To be
sure, European Jews were the primary victims and the archives related to them
represent most of the Museum’s holdings. Yet other unique memory systems
disclose an amalgam of victims whose backgrounds gave no indication that
they would one day become targets of Nazi persecution. The Museum honors
as survivors and victims “any persons, Jewish or non-Jewish, who were displaced, persecuted, or discriminated against due to the racial, religious, ethnic,
social, and political policies of the Nazis and their collaborators between 1933
and 1945.”28#L2)*/+2#02',#"%3!'0'*!1#02%#>!02*!5#>$%P%"*#$*..%$0'*!#%K( !",#
the normative survivor paradigm while addressing the Museum’s growing Latino audience, an audience that interacts with the Museum through its memory
systems of educational programs and its web site as well as its strong presence
among visitors to the physical space.
L2%#$*..%$0'*!#',#,'+!'3$ !0#:*)#& !5#)% ,*!,1#!*0#.% ,0#*:#62'$2#',#02 0#'0#',#
02%#3),0#*)'+'! .#& 0%)' .#)%$%'P%"#:)*&# !"# =*/0#a%)+ # !#"%)#?.,0%)1# #, 0%.lite camp of Buchenwald, one of the largest concentration camps that is located
3P%#&'.%,#*/0,'"%#*:#T%'& )#'!#% ,0G$%!0) .#J%)& !5D#7%)P'!+# ,# #&%"'$#:*)#
the 275th Infantry Regiment of the 70th Infantry Division, Acevedo was captured at the Battle of the Bulge and taken to a prison camp known as Stalag
IX-B in Bad Orb, Germany. He was later selected as one of 350 US soldiers
transferred to Berga, some of whom were chosen because they were Jewish, had
Jewish-sounding names, or were thought to “look” Jewish. Acevedo survived
a three-week death march and was liberated on April 23, 1945.29 As Acevedo
',#02%#R7G=*)!#,*!#*:#8%K'$ !#'&&'+) !0,1#02%#$*..%$0'*!#',#02%#3),0#)%$%'P%"#
from a Mexican-American who followed his parents to Durango, Mexico, upon
their deportation from California in 1937, only to be drafted for service in the
US Army in 1942.
@*!0 '!%"#'!#02%#$*..%$0'*!#',#>$%P%"*9,#" ')51#02%#3),0#,/$2#$2)*!'$.%#"*nated to the Museum that is written by an American in captivity, as Acevedo
began writing in his diary after he was sent to Berga. Acevedo’s diary crafts an
historical record that depicts fragments of the daily life, treatment, and in many
cases, the deaths in Berga of American victims of the Holocaust. With precision,
Acevedo registers the names of his deceased fellow prisoners and the causes of
their deaths while simultaneously sketching scenes of prisoner abuse and a death
march. At the same time, his diary is his coping arsenal to counteract the camp’s
=)/0 .'05b#2%#3..,#( +%,#6'02#2',#*)'+'! .# )0#*:#=% /0':/.#6*&%!# !"# )$2'0%$-
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ture, and his March 24, 1945, diary entry alternates between despair and hope
as he writes that “another of our boys dies last night from mal-nutrition,” [sic]
while noting that it is Palm Sunday, a day that “reminded me of the hundreds of
(%*(.%# 00%!"'!+#& ,,# 0#02%#@ 02%") .#'!#U/) !+*1#8%K'$*Dc#L2',#)%;%$0'*!#',#
#)%&'!"%)#02 0#>$%P%"*9,#()%G6 )#.':%#6 ,#,'0/ 0%"#3)&.5#'!#8%K'$*#"/%#0*#2',#
parents’ deportation, as the full collection unmasks tensions not uncommon for
&'!*)'0'%,#3+20'!+#:*)# #$*/!0)5#02 0#() $0'$%"#,%+)%+ 0'*!#0*6 )"#02%&#62'.%#
%!.',0'!+#02%&#0*#3+20# #) $',0#,0 0%#*P%),% ,D#
The Acevedo collection demonstrates that the Museum does not focus solely
on the Jewish survivor paradigm. Scholarly inquiry of the collection further
unveils the history of the American Jewish prisoners of Berga, a history that
was muted for decades after Acevedo and his fellow American prisoners were
:*)$%"#0*#,'+!# :3" P'0,#2*."'!+#02%&#0*#!*0#,(% 4#*:#02%')#%K(%)'%!$%,b#02%5#*!.5#
spoke out sixty years after their liberation.30 While donating his collection to the
8/,%/&#'!#A$0*=%)#dFMF1#>!02*!5#>$%P%"*#)%+',0%)%"# ,#02%#3),0#!*!GB%6',21#
Mexican-American survivor with the Museum’s Benjamin and Vladka Meed
Registry of Holocaust Survivors. This critical fact, among other facts that were
revealed by studying the Acevedo collection, elucidates an understudied aspect
of World War II’s impact: the role of Latinos as war loomed, during the war, as
witness and liberator, and, through Acevedo’s account, as victims of Nazi racial
policies. The collection draws attention to Latino veterans’ reception upon their
homecoming, one that was often beset by denial of their contributions to the
nation’s welfare. The theme of denial, pervasive in Holocaust historiography,
is fomented in Acevedo’s biography, yet it would be unfair to focus attention
solely on this theme. The Acevedo story is imbued with themes from the larger
Latino experience— immigration, commitment to family and religion, a desire
to attain the American Dream and be part of the American experience—that is
equally part of the Jewish survivor narrative in the United States.
As historical bookends to the Spanish and Latin American records, pre- and
(*,0G6 )#?/)*(% !# )$2'P%,#()%P '.#/(*!# !5#,0/"5#*:#;'+20# !"#(*,0G6 )#'&migration to the Ibero-American world. We have seen how records such as the
IKG encouraged Austrian Jews to seek refuge in Latin America in light of the
AnschlussD#e%0#02%#&*,0#,'+!'3$ !0#:*$/,#',#*!#&*)%#02 !#MEF#&'..'*!#"*$/ments of the International Tracing Service (ITS),31the largest closed Holocaust
archive until 2007. The Museum is the United States repository for accessing
these records and more are expected to be received soon. Chaos, loss of lives,
devastation, displacement—ITS documents report these consequences of war
that affected millions of individuals, the majority of whom are not Jewish, who
appear in the records, and the massive challenges these consequences posed
:*)#02%#>..'%"#! 0'*!,#'!#!%+*0' 0'!+#02%#,/)P'P*),9#:/0/)%,D#?K(*,'!+#,'+!'3$ !0#
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factors of post-war displacement, ITS records belie the notion that the world
assuaged the survivors’ trauma by providing easier passages for their emigration. An inspection of its documents excavates further consequences of war:
Spanish and Latin American victims of Nazi persecution, how Latin American
citizens factored into survival in Nazi-run camps, and why these nationals were
'!#02%#$ &(,#'!#02%#3),0#(. $%D#L2%,%#)%$*)",#$)*,,G)%:%)%!$%#02%#7( !',2# !"#
Argentine archives highlighted earlier, shedding light on the critical intersection
=%06%%!#^ 0'!#>&%)'$ # !"#02%#?/)*(% !#$*!;'$0,#02 0#)%,2 (%"#02%#6*)."#'!#
the twentieth-century.
Among the seventeen and a half million individuals whose information is
contained in the ITS, the records of Spanish and Latin American nationals serve
as a lens for understanding the mosaic of victims, just as the Acevedo collection
does. A list of names from the Bergen Belsen concentration camp delineates its
foreign national prisoners, and we should question whether some were truly of
Latin American nationality, as stated, and what this implied for survival.32 Records of relief agencies also substantiate how the ITS supports Latin American
scholarly interests; for example, the International Refugee Organization forms
depict information on Yoachim Kallweit, a Chilean Jew from Calama, Chile,
who “lived” in the Stutthof Concentration Camp between November 1942 and
March 1945. His trajectory from 1936 to February 1948 appears on the forms
with his requests to return to Chile, where his uncle still lived.33 Did his Chilean
nationality spare him from deportation to the deadliest killing centers in the
East? What was the repatriation process for returning to Chile, and where did
8)D#I ..6%'0#3! ..5#,%00.%f#
HL7#"*$/&%!0,#$*!3)&#02%#8/,%/&9,#$%!0) .'05#0*#"%$*!,0)/$0'!+# !"#02/,#
understanding survivors’ journeys to Latin America years after the war’s end.
This spotlights a strand of the Diaspora in Latin America: post-war immigration.
We examine the post-war record of Gertrude Mangel, born in Kassa, Hungary,
from age twelve, when she entered Auschwitz’s Block 9 in November 1944.34
But for the timing of her arrival, Gertrude might have been one of nearly 500,000
Hungarian Jews murdered under German occupation. And but for the April 2011
visit to the Museum by high school students from Caracas, Gertrude’s arc might
have remained uninvestigated by Museum staff. The students sought information
on one Trudi Spira, né Gertrude Mangel, who recently spoke at their school and
who moved from Israel to Venezuela in 1980. Her oral testimony, recorded in
1997 by the USC Shoah Foundation Institute,35 is a companion source to her ITS
forms, as the Museum is a repository for the Institute’s more than 52,000 interviews that in-house and visiting scholars are utilizing with increasing frequency.36
The opening of the ITS archive was the result of complicated international
wrangling in which the Museum prevailed in its insistence that after sixty years,
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survivors and those who lost family in the Holocaust had waited too long to
learn how their loved ones suffered and died in Nazi-occupied Europe.37 This
victory over a morass of diplomatic struggle ruptured many long-held beliefs
about the victims, their perpetrators, the organizations that provided aid, and
those who populated the sidelines. ITS documents offer no simple answers to
02%#) &'3$ 0'*!,#*:#02%#-*.*$ /,0# !"#'0,#'!0%),%$0'*!,1#=/0#02%5# )%# #,0 )0#:*)#
the survivors, the families of those who did not survive, and for those who seek
to trace this history’s complex ties to Spain and Latin America.
>#, &(.%#*:#02%#8/,%/&9,# )$2'P%,#)%;%$0,#02%#: $0#02 0#02%#-*.*$ /,0# !"#
the role of Latin America are irreducible to single and simplistic perspectives,
a view that demands expert consideration as the Museum seeks to expand,
diversify, and engage its audience. While the Museum does not, and should
not, convey the Holocaust’s comprehensive geographic sweep in its permanent
%K2'='0'*!1#'0,#(/)P'%6#',#!*0#$*!3!%"#0*#*!%#%K2'='0'*!#,( $%# !"#'0,#$*!,%W/%!0#
limitations, but is rather heightened by the methodologies and authentic research
Latin American studies can contribute. The Museum’s programs that support
emergent scholarship have produced unprecedented corpora of knowledge
on regions once unexplored. Investigating the Museum’s fertile documentary
evidence can shift Latin America from the periphery of Holocaust memory to a
place that is closer to the center. 38
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